Introduction

Incorporating imaging in conventional anatomy teaching has been around with most medical schools in USA but vertical integration of radiology is still a far-fetched reality with only 5% medical schools have them in their undergraduate curriculum [3] and only 15% in UK [4]. This may cause inadequate learning outcome for the future physicians, and the use of computers assisted radiology. In a seemingly over-burdened undergraduate medical curriculum, radiology teaching through computers is now more important than ever, for the new medical graduates to know what and how to order to a radiology department for good patient management.

Vertical Integrating Strategy Methodology

Chairs of Radiology, pathology, anatomy and physics are important professionals to incorporate a vertically integrated curriculum of radiology. All other departments contribute to its development. We proposed a mix of various approaches that could be used to get a final outcome.

Kern et al. [5] six step approach was the first approach to get maximum inputs:

Step 1: Problem identification

Step 2: Educational need assessment

Step 3: Goals and objectives

Step 4: Educational strategies

Step 5: Implementation

Step 6: Evaluation and feedback

A wise man approach Laidlaw et al. (1995) was used as the filter approach to get eventual result into the final possible curriculum development from senior physicians and senior academicians.

Results

The six steps were studies by a committee so formed to integrate radiology, in conjunction with curriculum development committee.

Step 1: Problem Identification

Learning radiology has never been a traditional undergraduate integrated curriculum considering the “accelerated” medical curriculum falling short of time. This has led to deficiencies in overall student learning in terms of
computer assisted teaching and other instructional methods such as podcast, internet and presentations.

**Step 2: Educational Need Assessment**

Learning objectives based on development of a focused curriculum that could be vertically integrated will be the key factor in development of educational need [6].

**Step 3: Goals and Objectives**

The ultimate goal is to make the medical student with fundamental competency geared towards a comprehensive national board exam and residency. This will form the stepping stone for a radiology residency, as well.

**Step 4: Educational Strategies**

The approach towards comprehensive educational strategies will be to include radiology in the first four semesters of medical curriculum after a basic science or pre-medical courses knowledge.

Next, is the integration of radiology in higher semesters to become familiar with all the modalities of imaging including PACs and computer aided radiology? Use of class room lectures, seminars, radiology images banks and problem based learning could be used as a few teaching methods.

**Step 5: Implementation**

With the assistance of a dedicated faculty, the various imaging machines, like Ultrasound, X-rays, and CT scan need to be incorporated in a computerized radiology lab. MRI or nuclear imaging teaching can be introduced at the present facility, based on the budget, or a second radiology site with these facilities could be made use of.

**Step 6: Evaluation and Feedback**

Evaluation through program survey and student satisfactory performance will be done and this would be based on the weekly quizzes and end of the term exam in radiology. Need to further improve the course will be learnt for future implementation.

**Conclusion**

The need for vertical integration of radiology is evident from students demand for better understanding of medicine. Patient management requires the use of effective radiology [7]. Use of computers has become fundamental and so is PACS. Radiology needs to be integrated into medical curriculum and not as just “some X-rays “for it be a real learning tool for the medical students. Kern approach can be used as the basic guide to incorporate the entire needs fundamental to integrating radiology.
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